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aspects. They’re aware of the billing, they write the letters—it’s not divided
into little segments.

When Google acquired Motorola in 2012, a small team of senior engineers found a rare opportunity for a cell phone company: to create a
brand from scratch. “When we started Moto X, it was a blank sheet,”
says Jim Wicks, Motorola’s senior vice president of consumer experience design. “We got to decide what we wanted it to stand for going
forward.” The resulting device, which runs on Android 4.2.2, packages
advanced capabilities in a smooth case: The glass that covers the front
surface is molded into a plastic backing, so it “feels like one seamless
piece,” Wicks says. “We wanted to eliminate all the extras and display
nothing but content.” A touch-free control system allows users to activate Google’s search functions with their voices, and battery-efficient
display technology makes it possible to isolate portions of the screen
without entirely waking up the device—useful when it receives a text
message or weather alert. On the Moto Maker website, currently available through AT&T, users can customize their devices with a choice
of 18 back plate colors, two front colors, and seven accent colors on
features like the camera ring and volume key. “Designers tend to want
to control everything,” Wicks says. “We wanted to give the consumer
a say.” —Allie Weiss

You’ve often called architecture a “service.” What do you mean by that?

Williams: I don’t regard architecture as art. In the end, we are working for
other people, and we want to elevate the experience for them. It gives us
a sense of humility, which I think we need to have.
Tsien: When I was in architecture school, one of the instructors came by
the studio late one night. He was drunk. He must have had a very bad
meeting, and he just stood in front of the people who were working there
and said, “Architecture is a dirty service industry.” And he turned around
and walked out. I remember being sort of horrified, thinking, dirty service
industry? But over time, what I realized is that to embrace the act of service
is to not feel servitude. It’s about an elevation, embracing things people
ask you to do and trying to go beyond them.
Perhaps it’s about embracing suffering, too. One of your most wellknown projects, the American Folk Art Museum in New York, could
be destroyed soon to make room for a new MoMA expansion. How
have you dealt with this news?

Williams: We always believe that any work we do will be around much
longer than our lives. We did it with love, the best intentions—and with
people with the best intentions. But they weren’t realistic enough, I guess,
and I don’t think, looking back, that we were either. It was a serious effort,
and it cost more than anyone would’ve liked—but was also a thimble in
terms of what a building at that time would’ve cost. I don’t regret it. I of
course feel very bad about it, and I’m certainly hoping that the best will
come out of it, which is that [Diller Scofidio + Renfro, the lead architects
on MoMA’s expansion] will find a way to incorporate it.
Tsien: I have partly an emotional response to it as a project and also a
larger concern about a sanding away of bumpy parts of the city. For many
years, we lived above Carnegie Hall with a very odd collection of people
who had studios there. It was one of the more bumpy parts of the city.
There were people who made violins, Bill Cunningham, a woman who had
a crazy pipe organ—it was this weird, interesting, knobby thing. Part of
living in New York is being surprised by things.

Tsien: David Chipperfield [who curated the Biennale] chose the theme
“Common Ground.” What is it that unites us as human beings, as architects
and designers? It seemed to be very little about what it is you do yourThe architects on their informal workplace, the potential loss of an self. Visual people love things—we love our objects and love having stuff
iconic project, and their just-released book on cabinets of curiosities. around us. So we were very interested to see what people would say were
things that inspired them. [Each box] became such an expression of the
personalities of the people as we knew them. It’s like these wide-ranging
INTERVIEW BY DAVE KIM
personalities got condensed like juice into these boxes. We’d open one
and say, “Oh my God, that’s Thom Mayne.”
Your studio occupies a stately pre-war building facing Central Park
in New York. But the space inside, where your staff of 31 works, is
A wunderkammer is commonly known as a “cabinet of curiosities.”
surprisingly intimate. What’s it like to work here?
What were some of the curiosities, the surprises?

Tod Williams & Billie Tsien

Tsien: Tod thinks it’s Oedipal. He took the box that his parents gave him
and cut it up into tiny little pieces.
You chose a venue at the Biennale that was basically an old shed and
placed the boxes on open shelves. Why?

Williams: We wanted things not to be behind cases. We wanted it to be
accessible and intimate, in the way our studio is.
SURFACE
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Billie Tsien: It’s an informal space. People work very, very hard, but we
also want them to feel a kind of autonomy—you come and go when it
makes sense. We’ve always talked about this group as a family. We expect
everybody to have a sense of what the emotional tone is in the office and
work together to make it a good one. Everybody has a dish day, a day to
empty the garbage, a bathroom day. We’re all responsible for everything.
We ask everybody, when they work on a project, to be responsible for all

Williams: We got one from our son [designer Kai Williams], who chopped
his box up with his partner and broke the rules as it were.
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Tod Williams: We don’t have doors, except for the bathroom and the front
doors. I like to feel the pulse of the space, the pulse of the people who work
here, and I want them to feel ours, too.

FRAC Orléans

ARCHITECTURE

Your latest book, Wunderkammer (Yale University Press), is a chronicle of your exhibit at the 2012 Venice Architecture Biennale, for which
you sent boxes to 35 of your friends and asked them to fill them with
inspiring objects. Why did you decide to do this?

STUDIO VISIT

Motorola’s Moto X

In the historic city of Orléans, France, located about an hour’s drive
from Paris, centuries-old buildings make for surprising discoveries. At
FRAC Orléans, though, more contemporary architectural encounters
can be found: the museum houses one of the largest architecture collections in the world—comparable to those at the Centre Pompidou
and MoMA, but with a focus on experimental work produced since
the ’50s. Part of a decentralized network of cultural centers across
France envisioned by President François Mitterrand in the ’80s with
the mission of democratizing access to art and culture, FRAC Orléans
recently opened its new, roughly 32,300-square-foot home, situated
in a former military depot and renovated by Jakob + MacFarlane. The
structure conveys the FRAC’s mission—and its relationship to the
city—by blending the Paris-based firm’s radical, saddle-shaped design
into the existing edifices around it. “We saw this opportunity to materialize the experimental notion of the FRAC,” MacFarlane says, “through
three chimneys of turbulent condition that [act as] oculi and let daylight
inside.” The scheme also includes a light installation by the digital-art
duo Electronic Shadow consisting of 14,000 LEDs that display visual
patterns. —David Basulto, founder and executive editor of the website
ArchDaily
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Baccarat 1764: Two Hundred and
Fifty Years

Tom Dixon for Adidas
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When Adidas enlisted designers such as Stella McCartney, Jeremy Scott,
and Yohji Yamamoto to create clothing for the brand, they brought elements of high fashion into Adidas’s sportswear. But when British industrial designer Tom Dixon was brought to the label to create a capsule
collection, he wanted to incorporate what he calls an “anti-fashion sensibility.” He succeeds with his Padded Coat, a down trench that converts
into a sleeping bag, one of the all-in-one performance goods in Dixon’s
collection for the spring/summer 2014 line (another is a backpack that
transforms into a hanging garment bag). While the idea of a sleeping
bag–coat hybrid may seem untrendy and even rebellious, it will appeal
to those who can’t leave home without their multifunctional devices and
accessories. It is an exemplar of design that achieves elegance through
rigorous simplification. By stripping away extraneous material, Dixon
creates a “survival kit” that assures two essential life requirements:
sleep and warmth. The coat’s dual function, Dixon says, addresses “the
way that we jump from work to play without enough time to consider
changes of clothes.” Since sleep and warmth are universal needs, the
Padded Coat (and, in fact, Dixon’s whole line) is unisex. —Jeff Carvalho
and Elaine YJ Lee of the websites Selectism and Highsnobiety

On the eve of the 250th anniversary of the French crystal maker
Baccarat—a brand synonymous with fine craftsmanship and luxury—
entrepreneur Murray Moss and journalist Laurence Benaïm celebrate the occasion with their insightful new book from Rizzoli. The
company’s founding in 1764 was by permission of King Louis XV and
the specifications of the volume fit its royal charter: 420 pages, 400
color illustrations, 6.3 pounds. The photographs inside reveal the
beauty of the crystal, and an essay by Benaïm examines the influence
of Baccarat around the globe. Philippe Starck and Marcel Wanders
are among those who have collaborated with the brand on its designs,
perhaps the most iconic being the bottle it produced for the House of
Guerlain’s Shalimar perfume in 1925. Says Moss: “For her 16th birthday,
my mother’s parents gave her a bottle of Shalimar. She lived to be 96
and claimed that she wore it every day of her life. When she died, her
last will and testament was quite clear: Beside the marble urn which
was to contain her ashes, her children should place not a photograph
of her but a bottle of Shalimar.” —Steve Kroeter, editor-in-chief of the
website Designers & Books

Ferragamo’s L.A. Pop-Up Shop

“Hello, My Name is Paul Smith”
at London Design Museum
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This month, London’s Design Museum mounts a retrospective on
British fashion designer Paul Smith—but it isn’t just about clothing. The
exhibition, titled “Hello, My Name is Paul Smith,” uses sound, video, and
interactive rooms to transport visitors into the master tailor’s fantastical world. Curated by Donna Loveday, who spearheaded the museum’s
record-breaking Christian Louboutin show last year, the theatrical
affair includes a recreation of Smith’s shoebox-sized first shop and
ephemera-strewn office, famously crammed with gifts from doting fans.
The museum partnered with Sony to create two digital presentations:
In one, photographs and video clips give viewers glimpses of Smith’s
creative vision; in the other, he reproduces his fall/winter 2013 menswear show via four massive projections—one on each wall—in 4K Ultra
HD. At the same time, an anthology presents the clothier’s singular
boutiques, relics from curious collaborations (a Leica camera, jerseys
for the Giro d’Italia cycling race), and a selection of pivotal garments
handpicked by Smith himself. A thoughtful exploration of his intuitive
take on design, the exhibition offers a powerful immersive experience.
“We were keen to provide insight into who Paul is and how he works,”
Loveday says. “He’s an interesting character, and that, in a way, has
laid the foundation of the company’s lasting success.” —Tiffany Jow
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It’s surprising to find that a neighborhood as storied as Beverly Hills
lacked a state-of-the-art performing arts venue until now. A decade in
the making, the 2.5-acre Wallis Annenberg Center for the Performing
Arts facility, designed by architect Zoltan Pali, opened its doors in
October, adding a 500-seat theater to the historic 1934 Italianate-style
Beverly Hills Post Office complex. In celebration, Italian fashion house
Ferragamo—which made headway in Hollywood by catering to legends
including Rita Hayworth, Audrey Hepburn, and Ingrid Bergman—
offered guests a peek at its spring/summer 2014 collection during the
venue’s inaugural black-tie bash. It also set up a pop-up shop, open
through November, carrying a special Los Angeles capsule collection.
The assemblage is “an ode to Ferragamo’s history in Hollywood as an
innovator,” creative director Massimiliano Giornetti says. In honor of
the brand’s Hollywood history, the special pieces, including this metal
cuff, echo Ferragamo’s iconic styles and are updated with forwardlooking details such as Lucite heels, handwoven lambskin, and hightech mesh. —Carren Jao
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